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• INTRODUCTIOcl

•

The process of school desegregation has Decome familiar
to many communities across the country in recent years. Al-
though such desegregation generally has been successful and
peaceful, many communities initially were confused about the
desegregation process, and SOl1~ experienced organized opposi-
tion to desegregation .

In any community where the schools are segregated, where
desegregation is possible or probable, or where desegregation
actually is occurring, it is important for the community as a
whole to understand as much as possible about school desegre-
gation. Community organization and community education are
thus especially important objectives. Indeed, they are im-
perative objectives since desegregation in one form or another
is inevitable in most communities.

With tllis background in mind, it is the purpose of this
School Desegregation Organizers' Manual to facilitate commu-
nity organization and community education so as to make
inevitable desegregation successful desegregation.

• Not every suggestion in this Manual is appropriate for
every community. Co~~unities vary and desegregation plans
vary. So, too, do the various forms of community organization
and con~unity education. This Manual thus cannot provide a
blueprint for successful desegregation. Rather, it provides
an outline of many of the activities and techniques which you
should consider adopting and adapting in order to bring about
successful desegregation in your community.

A final word of warning. This Manual assumes that its
readers are at least generally familiar with the law and
processes of school desegregation. For an introductory under-
standing of the law and processes of school desegregation,
you may find helpful the ACLU's "School Desegregation:
Annotated Bibliography and SUIDll,ariesof Reference Materials"
(June, 1977), available from the ACLU Publications Department
at $2.00 per copy.
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A. ORGAlJIZATIOiJ

• Segregated schools are desegregated by either of two
processes: voluntarily by a School Board, with or without
pressure and/or support from HEW or community groups; or
pursuant to a court order. In either instance, desegregation
will occur in the most positive manner and will be most suc-
cessful only if there is strong and visible support from
desegregat~on coalitions.

1. The Two Types of Coalitions

There are two basic forms of desegregation coalitions.
The first is the pro-desegregation coalition, composed of
organizations such as the ACLU, NAACP, ~~LDEF, etc., which
actively support school desegregation. The second is the
neutral coalition, composed of organizations such as the
Chamber of Commerce, Junior League, PTA, etc., which have a
stake in ensuring peaceful desegregation once the desegrega-
tion process has begun.

Both types of coalitions are described on the following
pages. As will become clear, it is useful for pro-desegrega-
tion coalitions to understand the operations of neutral coa-
litions.

a.. Pro-Desegregation Coalitions

• organizations such as the ACLU, etc., which pursue the
goals of equal opportunity and racial equality, should be in
the forefront of organizing and expanding pro-desegregation
coalitions. .

The primary goal of pro-desegregation coalitions is
achievement of desegregation. An important secondary goal,
but in fact a given, is peaceful implementation of desegrega-
tion.

Pro···desegregation coalitions Bil!epremised upon the fol-
lowing assumptions:

(1) All school systems must be desegregated and the ves-
tiges of gregation eliminated.

(2) Effective desegregation involves improvements in the
quality of education as well as the elimination of segregation.

• -2-



bo Neutral Coalitions for Desegregation

In most communities neutral coalitions have adopted as
their sole goal the peaceful implementation of a desegregation
ordero Accordingly, neutral coalitions are not formed or do
not become active until desegregation is actually being im-
plemented.

Given the foregoing assumptions, the'pro-desegregation
coalitions begin their role by identifying the ,segregated
nature of the school sy scem and taking st.eps vtio correct the
racial discrimination in the schools. Similarly, the educa- ~
tion efforts of the pro-desegregation coalitions are focused
on convincing the pUblic not only of the inevitability of
school desegregation but also of its desirability. Public
education efforts also must explain t~at desegregation is a
legal as well as moral necessity and that it is a positive
goal for whites and racial minorities alike.

It is an ~nfortunate reality that pro-desegregation
coalitions cannot draw on the participation of as many groups f

as neutral coalitions can. This limitation is exacerbated by
the fact that pro-desegregation groups often will have limited
resources and a number of'priorities in addition to school
desegregation. This problem, however, may be alleviated by a
strong leadership commitment within pro-desegregation coali-
tions, and by the frequent and extensive involvement of
volunteers.

(1) A desegregation order is probable in the local com-
munity.

r

neutral coalitions generally are premised upon the fol-
lowing assumptions:

~

(2) If community leaders understand the strong likelihood
of a desegregation order, they will want to devise ways to
cope with the consequences.

(3) An educated leadership is better able to advise the
school board, court, federal officials, political leaders and
media on development and implernentation of a desegregation
plan.

(4) Understanding desegregation plans in other cities
will lead to broadened concepts of what a plan might include.

(6) Since political and business leaders will be reluc-
tant to be visibly involved, a leadership vacuum may exist;
Filling that vacuum with a group seeking practical responses

(5) If citizens understand the likelihood of a court
order and have information about alternatives, they will be
less fearful and more likely tdbe calm and peaceful.
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to a court order will preempt or at least lessen the impact
of anti-desegregation turmoil.

•

•

The formation of a neutral coalition frequently is the
result of an attempt to develop a broadly based membership
and of an attempt to reach a broad segment of the community.
Neutral coalitions thus generally avoid taking pro-desegrega-
tion or even pro-court order positions since such a position
would exclude certain groups from participation. (A geod
example is the business community which perceives its interests
as maintaining tranquilit~ in the cOlnmunity and avoiding alien-
ation of· customers. 'Business may feel that it can participate
in a coalition aimed at peaceful desegregation but fear that
participation in a pro~desegregation coalition would alienate
segments of the white community.) Because the coalition is
not clearly identified as pro-desegregation, it may be able
to communicate the facts about desegregation to people who
would not believe the same facts if disseminated by pro-
desegregation groups.

•

There are limitations inherent in the neutrality of such
coalitions. Because of the diversity of membership, there
will be continual differences between those committed to school
desegregation and those seeking a compromise between pro- and
anti-desegregation forces. Debate rather than action is
characteristic of many coalitions; this tendency is particu-
larly acute when a large number of divergent interests are
represented within a coalition. An additional problem exper-
ienced by some neutral coalitions has been the dif.ficulty of
maintaining volunteer interest in a "neutral" organization.
Finally, neutral coalitions are often reluctant to act until
a court order has been issued, thereby postponing involvement
until that time.

A neutral coalition cannot be a primary focus of groupS
such as the ACLU which actively support ~asegregation. Yet,
the informal involvement of pro-desegregation groups in neu-
tral coalitions may be desirable for a number of reasons:

--Coalitions which include business,civic, religious and edu-
cational leadership are likely recipients of'grants for
public education sampaigns. Pro-desegregation groups should

'have some input into the tone and direction of such campaigns.

--Coalitions are frequent participants in the development and
implementation of school desegregation plans. ,Again ,it is
important for pro-desegregation coalitions to participate.

--Coalitions themselves are a forum within which public edu-
.cation takes place. The informal participation of pro~
desegregation groups may encourage neutral coalitions to
take stronger and more positive positions in favor of school
desegregation.•
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In other words, pro-desegregation groups such ap the
ACLU should be aware of the activities of neutral coalitions
and may attempt some informal participation. The primary
focus, however, must be on strengthening and expanding the
pro-desegregation coalitions •.

2. Organizing a Pro-Desegregation Coalition

The first steps in the development of a coalition depend
upon the steps taken toward desegregation in your community.
You may be at the initial stage of identifying your goals and
developing the processes by which to implement them. In con-
sidering how or if a geal can be reached, you will clarify
who will be interested in the goal, what they will be willing
to do to accomplish the goal, and how to approach these indi-
viduals and groups. On the other hand, the organizing process
may already have be~un. In either case, the first step is
educating yourself about the issues and about what needs to
be done.

You and other interested in~ividuals should develop a
study program to become familiar with the issues. Pages

, infra, concerning speakers' training, identify the areas
in which school desegregation organizers must be conversant.
If possible, you should arrange to meet with people who have
participated in the desegregation process in other communities,
whether or not such individuals now live in your community.
Your university's education department may be able to identify
some local resource people. At a minimum, you should contact
the NAACP and other civil rights groups.

Once your core group has completed a self-education, pro-
cess, it is time to start expanding. Three initial steps are
important.

a. Identifying All Relevant Groups

An important first step is the identification of all
civil rights, civic, religious, business, labor; parent, stu-
dent, and edu~ation (teachers and administrators) groups who
are or should be concerned with school desegregation. You
should initiate informal communication with these groups,
raising the issue of school desegregation and the need for
organized community support.

Remember that in drawing together your pro-desegregation
coalition, it is valuable to contact even those groups with
little likelihood of joining such a coalition. Your contact
and communication with non pro-desegregation groups makes it
more likely that these groups will later be attracted to a
neutral coalition.

In developing a pro-desegregation coalition, you should
emphasize not only why desegregation is a desirable goal but
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•
also why other groups should participate in a desegregation
campaign now. The Brown decision was a major impetus for the
civil rights movement. At a time when courts and legislatures
are backtracking from the requirement of an equal education,
a renewed commitment to the unfulfilled promise should be the
impetus for a regeneration of civil rights activity.

•

If you are in contact with people who are attempting to
develop a neutral coalition, urge them to involve other groups,
through self-interest as well-as through the community interest
in peaceful desegregation. For example, parents, students
and teachers have a clear interest in quality education. It
may not be evident to these groups that school desegregation
offers the opportunity for improved and innovative education
and for greater involvement in defining and controlling the
educational process. The changes that are inherent in the
desegregation process can be the conduits for an influx of
new ideas and leadership into the school system. Similarly,
civic, business and labor groups have an interest in maintain-
ing a community environment that fosters economic growth and
employment. Thus, the prospect of community turmoil and its
negative impact on these factors has been a major impetus for
Chamber of Commerce participation in, at least, neutral coali-
tions.

b. Forming the Coalition

•

Next you should issue'a formal call for the formation of
a coalition. Remember that it is important to make the widest
possible contacts prior t 0 the Lni.t.LaL meeting. For a variety
of reasons, organizations want'to be in on the ground floor,
and even those inclined towards desegregated education may
feel reluctant to join a coalition if they don't have a hand
in putting it together from the beginning.'

•
Once you have had preliminary discussions with potential

participants, it is time to bring them together for formal
discussion and organization. The process of group solicita-
tion does not end, of course,'with this call. It is a process
that continues on formal and informal bases throughout the
life of the coalition.

c. Defining the Goals

Once the coalition has been formed, you must define the
purpose and goals of the organization. One of the first steps
that most coalitions have taken is the development of a pOS1-
tion paper around which community groups can rally. This
statement should set forth: the coalition's moral and legal
commitment to desegregation; the benefits which will accrue
to minorities and whites alike from desegregation; and the
immediate and long range goals of the coalition.

•
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d. Structuring the Coalition

The role of a pro-desegregation coalition includes pro-
viding moral leadership in the desegregation process, coor-
dinating activities of member groups, and educating the com-
munity. Given these diverse functions, the coalition struc-
ture should include committees and perhaps subcommittees.
The governing body will be determined by the size of the
coalition. If the membership is smaLl enough, e.g., five to
ten groups, a coordinating comnlittee with one representative
from each group can coordinate the work of the coalition.
If the membership is larger, a general assembly consisting
of one representative from each group would be preferable.
This body would then be responsible for electing a steering
committee to coordinate activities.

r

e. Operating within the Coalition

Whichever formal structure is chosen, it is important to
remember that coalitions present some dangers. First, of
course, there is the possibility that organizations, no mat-
ter how well-intended, will join a coalition as a token of
conmlitment. Dues may be paid and a me!®er assigned as a
representative to the coalition, but no action taken. Second,
there is the possibility that a group will feel that the coa-
lition's presence and efforts supplant its own, .and thus it
need not develop its program and utilize its own constituency.
Therefore, all member organizations should agree at tile out-
set that their membership in the coalition is a move to create
an additional force in the community, not a substitute. Per-
haps this can be best accomplished by the development of an
internal job description (different from a position paper)
which explains what the coalition will and will not do. For
example, the coalition can coordinate a speakers bureau, it
cannot identify individual speakers. That is a function of
member organizations. The coalition can set up a press con-
ference, it cannot get the spokespersons there. That is the
job of the member organizations. The coalition can speak in
a unified voice about the value of integrated education, it
cannot educate assorted segments of the community about that
value. Member organizations can do this, and they should
begin with their own constituents, who are not always as en-
lightened as the leadership.

r
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B. GATHERING INFORi"!ATION

There are three stages ID the desegregation process during
which gathering information is particularly important: (1)
when initiating and carrying out legal or administrative
action to desegregate the schools; (2) when developing a plan
for desegregation; and (3) when monitoring and working on the
implementation of the plan.

This section outlines the kinds of information you may
wish to gather at each stage; how that data may be obtained;
and what you can do with it .

•
1. Initiating Action to Desegregate the Schools

Your goal at this stage is to establish that your school
system has been intentionally segregated by the actions of
school officials. You may also want to collect information
on actions taken by other local and state officials in pro-
moting and maintaining a segregated system, and the quality
of education that is available throughout the school system.

a. Es·cablishing that the School sys cem ts Segregated

In order to establish that your school system is segre-
gated, you need to know the following general information:

(1) What is the racial and ethnic composition of students
in the district?

(2) What is the racial and ethnic composition of teachers
in the district?

(3) What is the racial and ethnic composition of school
administrators in the district?

(4) How many elementary schools are there in the district?

(5) How many junior (or intermediate) high schools are
there in the district? What is the location of each?
What is the assignment boundary of each?

(6) How many senior high schools are there in the district?
What is the location of each? What is the assignment
boundary of each?

(7) What are the assigned feeder patterns: elementary to
junior to senior high school?

For each elementary, junior (or intermediate) and senior
high school, you need to collect the following information:

.' (1) Uhat is the total number of students. in the school?
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(2) What is the racial and ethnic composition of the
student population?

(3) What percentage of the student' body are language
minority students?

(4) What is the total 'number of teachers in the school?

(5) What is the racial and ethnic composition of the
teaching staff?

(6) How many bilingual teachers are there in the school?

(7) Of what race or ethnic group is the school principal?
Assistant principals?

(8) How many classes within the school are racially
,identifiable?'

(9) What is theg!3neral condition of the school building
and facilities? 'ilhenwas the school built?

(10) Is transportation used; etc.

b. Establishing the Quality of Education Offered in
the School District

For each elementary, junior (or intermediate) and senior
high school, you need to collect the following information: ~

(1) ~~hat is the pe-r pupil expenditure? How does this
compare with other schoois in the district? With the
state average? ~

(2) What is the pupil/teacher ratio?

(3) What course of study is offered at the school?

(4) What elective courses does the school provide?

(5) Does the school have any of the following: science
laboratories; workshops; gy~nasium; cafeteria; hot lunch
facilities; outdoor play areas?

(6) Does the school offer individualized instruction or
innovative educational programs? If yes, eXplain.

(7) What are the pupil performance records?

(8) Does the school have adequate bilingual/bicultural
programs for all students who may be interested in them?

(9) In what ways ar.e parents Lnvo l.ved in the education
process or in making decisions that affect their chitlren? '~
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•
(10) In what ways are students involveti in making deci-
sions on educational programming or extracurricular
activities?

(11) What is the average seniority of teachers in the
school?

(12) What is the average length of time that teachers
stay at the school? . -

(13) What guidance and counseling services does the
school provide?

(14) Is the school designated a Title I-eligible school?
Does it receive Title I funding?

c. Establishing_ the Role that the School Board and
Other State Agencres-Have PlaYed in Promoting or
Maintain~ng Segregated Schools -- --

The following-information should qe obtained to deter-
mine the state responsibility for segregation:

(1) What school board·policies (official or unofficial)
have existed with respect to:

•
(a) Desegregated education
(b) Bilingual/bicultural educatio~
(c) Neighborhood schools
(d) Pupil assignment
(e) Pupil transfers
(f) Drawing of attendance zones
(g) Site selection for construction of new schools
(h) Use of portable classrooms
(i) Hiring and promotion of teachers and adminis-

trators
(j) Assignment of teachers and administrators
(k) Discipline.

(2) What has been the school board practice in each of
the foregoing areas?

(3) Has the school board ever adopted a desegregation
plan?

(4) Nas the board plan ever implemented?

(5) Is the board plan still in effect? If not, what
happened to it?

•
(6) What are/were the bas~c features of the plan?

(7) In what ways have state and local housing pol~cies
promoted segregation? Has the school board constructed
or expanded schools adjacent to segregated public housing?

-10-
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(8) Are exclusionary zoning and land use ordinances
operating as ricial barriers to desegregated neighborhoods?

"' "(9) Is there c state 'fair housing law? What effect has
it had? Has: t been enforced?
(10) t~hat eff set; did FHA mortgage policies have in es-
tablishing s€~regated residential areas in your oommunity?

(11) Have urian renewal arid federal housirig projects been
developed tc promote ;i.ntegratedor segregated neighborhoods?

d. How to f ;et ':.hisInformat<ilon
110st of the foregoing information is, of course, avail-

able from tneschool district; thesuperintennent or the
school board car secure it for you. However, if the school
district is fai:"ly segregated, there may be considerable re-
sistance to providing you with information. Securing the
information through your state Freedom of Information Act (if
your state has one) is a useful but lengthy process.

t

There are a number of accessible,and sometimes sympa-
thetic, sources you should contact:

Your local teachers' assoc i at.Lon is first. The teachers
association most likely will have the answers to all of the
suggested questions, except the questions about the roles
played by agencies other than the school board in promoting
segregated schools. The associa,tion also 2'ay be able to help
interpret the hard data in terms of quality of education. If
the teachers I association does no t; have the information, it
may be able to direct you to sympathetic teachers within the 1

schools who will answer what questions they can.

Public documents are another source of easy a cess.
Your state's department of education probably issues an an-
nual report, available on request. These will usually cover
such issues as expenditures for school operating and construc-
tion costs; new and expanded educational programs; and plans
for the future. School board minutes should contain most of
the information, although personnel policies ay not be in-
cluded. Legislative debates mav highlight inequities in the
financing and developmen'c of educational programs within the
district.

School location information may be secured from local
chamber of COlmnerce maps or from a master map available at
the superintendent's office. Census and apportionment maps
are useful in providing demographic information on the commu-
nity. Most local politicians or political clubs will have
these ~aps, or they can be reviewed at your local library or
planning commission.
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If your school district is receiving any federal funds

(such as Title VI or EGAA monies), it is required to provide
HEW with information showing the racial composition of each
school ...and other informa-::ion. These forms, known as "101"
and "102" ·fo ms, may be obtained from the Office of civil
Rights of HEW by requesting them under the federal Freedom
of Information Act. If the forms number more than 50 pages
you may be charged ten cents per page, otherwise there should
be no charge. You also may ask to see the school superinten-
dent's copies, although he or she is not required to show them
to you.

HEW's Office for civil Rights also has forms submitted
by school systems, through 1974-75, which show the racial
composition of the faculty of each school. These are "EEO-5"
forms which each school was required to file with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Cornmission and which were appended to
the school's 101 and 102 forms. If these forms indicated to
HEW that minority groups are sUbstantially underrepresented,
HEW may have required the school district to submit more de-
tailed information.

•
Observation is a basic method for obtaining information

on the school system. The fresh insight of a newcomer to
the school system may uncover simple practices which uncon-
sciously hinder provision of a desegregated education. Such
observation has an additional benefit: the education of the
observer. Parents, students and concerned citizens are in a
much better position to work as advocates when they understand
.10U the school wo rks and can determine for themselves how it
could work better.

Obtaining access to the schools may be facilitated by
enlisting the support of your local parent or teachers' or-
ganization. The support of the teachers is especially useful
in decreasing possible hostility from teachers who feel they
are being "judged" by outside observers. If they feel that
they are working with you to improve the quality of education,
they are more likely to cooperate. Although you can expect
teacher performance to vary somewhat because of your presence,
he.or she will be unable to change the basic rapport which
has developed in the classroom. If you can arrange to ob-
serve the classroom for several days, the effect of your
presence will be diminished.

If you are unable to secure the support of the parent or
teachers' organization, you can approach the principal directly.
If you are observing schools throughout the district, the
school board or superintendent should be approached.

On the following pages there is a checklist which can be
used in all schools, whether or not they are desegregated. If
the school is not desegregated, the information is useful in
explaining why desegregation is necessary. If the school is
already desegregated, this information can highlight additional
educational reform or staff tramning needed to insure effective
desegregation.
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1. what wa,s your general impression of the oondition of the school: building?
t

SCHOOLOBSERVER'SCHECKLIST

Sohool N(J)71e:

Raci-al: Composition of Student Body:

Raci-al: Composition of Faoulty and Administration: --

PHYSICALCONDITION

2. Diii you observe broken w'indows or doors? If so. deeeribe,

3. uere halls, Lunchrooms , and lavatories properly maintained? If not.
desoribe.

4. Does the sohool have an auditorium? If so, how would you rate its
general oondition?

5. Does the school: have a gymnasium? A library? Soienoe laboratories?
If so, how would you rate the general oondition of each? j

6. What gymnastio and physioal equipment, books, eto.,. are available at the
echool-? Did they appear to be in good working oondition? . If not, deeoz-ibe,

? Are lookers available for student use? Did they. have looks? .Di.d the
number of lookers' appear suffioient for student needs?

8. Are showers available for student use? If yes. how would you rate
their general oondition?

9. Does' the sohool have a lunohroom? If so. how would you rate its
general oondition?

10. Was the lunohroom large enough to aooomodate the students? If not.
desoribe.

11. Were food preparation areas olean? If not. deecx-ibe,
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12. Briefly describe the physical condition of classrooms. Were they:

adequately painted?
adequately ventilated?
overcrowded?

weUlighted?
adequately heated?
equipped with sufficient chalkboards?

13. Did each student have his/her own desk?

14. Did each student have his/her own textbooks? If not, describe sharing
arrangements.

CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE FOR EACH CLASSROOM

1. How many students were in the classroom?

2. ,!hatwas the racial mix in the classl'Oom?

3. Were seating patterns within the classroom segregated?

4. Were tracking classes racially identifiable? .If so, which ones?

5. flasany class racially identifiable? Did gou notice a difference from
other classes in the quality of educational instruction offered? If so,
describe.

6. How would you describe the general atmosphere in the classroom? For
example, did students appear interested in their work; did students answer
questions freely; did teachers appear to consider student opinions seriously?

7. Were racial or ethnic hostilities among students evident in the class-
room? If yes, explain.

8. What was the teacher's response to such evident hostility?

9. flereracial epithets used by students o~ teacher?

10. What was the teacher's response to the use of such epithets?

•
11. Did you observe students working together on classroom projects?
If yes, were such assignments interracial?
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12. Were extra classroom activities for students (such as serving as moni-
tors, attendance takers and chalkboard cleaners) performed by both white
and minority students? If not, which children performed the tasks?

13. Did you witness any disciplining of students? If yes, how was it
carried out?

14. Were disproportionate numbers of minority students discvplined?

15. ,Mat evidence did you observe of the use of a multiracial or multicul-
tural curriculum? How were minorities depicted and described in assigned
textbooks?

16. Were race or racial issues an item of discussion in the classroom?
How did the teacher direct such discussion?

17. Did the teacher respond differently with students of different races?

18. Did the teacher appear to be singling out minority pupils or white
pupils for special treatment? If so, how?

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES •1. What extracurricular activities did you observe?

2. When and where were they conducted?

3, Were proportionate members of racial minority and white children par-
ticipating? If not, identify those activities whioh were racially isolated
and the race of the students participating.

4. Were coaehimq staffs racially mixed? If not, of what race was the
coaohing staff?

5. If staffs were mixed, did raci-al:minority and white staff appear to
have equal status and responsibilities? If not, explain.

6. Did you observe any inoidents of raoial hostility during extracurri-
cular aotivities? If yes, explain.

•-15-
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•
e. ~ to Do with the Information
The information can be used in a number of ways: It

provides the basis for many of the public education pamphlets
you may wish to publish. It also may be presented as a full
report on the 3chool district. Such a report could be used to:
--Expose the problems and raise the consciousness of·the public;
--Focus attention on those responsible for the situation and

encourage remedial action by them;
--Encou~age action by concerned public officials;
--Establish the validity of your group and enhance its exper-

tise on the subject;
--Serve as a starting point for negotiations with the school

system.
Finally, the information you have gathered provides the

basis for filing a formal complaint with HEW· or initiating
legal action.

•

2. Developing a Desegregation Plan
In large school districts the successful development of

a desegregation plan without expert assistance is highly un-
likely. In smaller districts, however, it is quite feasible
for local coalitions to develop plans. The suggestions in
this manual can be used whether you develop your plan inde-
pendently or with expert assistance, and they may provide a
framework for you to evaluate other plans.

The first step in the development of a desegregation plan
is to establish the goals which will govern the plan. Some
of the essential questions which your coalition must answer are:
--What is a desirable desegregation ratio for faculty and

students in the desegregated schools?
--How will demographic patterns affect the maintenance of

desegregation?
--How should bilingual/bicultural education be implemented?
--How can existing curriculum and programs be truly desegregated?
--What improved educational opportunities can be included?
--How will students and parents participate in the decision-

making process in the school?

.-
• An ltE~~complaint can be filed by anyone who feels he or she
is being discriminated against on the basis of race; or by a
third party. The complaint need only contain the name of the
complainant, the nature of the discrimination, and the law
that was violated. However, the better documented your com-
pl~int<the more likely your success in securing an HEW com-
pliance review.
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In addition to answering the foregoing questions, you
should have a basic understandirig of the inforMation you need
to gather and of the various techniques available to desegre-
gate your schools. The materials on the. following pages
should assist in that understanding. The materials are re-
printed from "Planning Educational Change: Volume 1, Technical
Aspects of School Desegregation" (HEW, 1969). Note that the
materials need to be updated, particularly with regard to
tri-ethnic school districts and bilingual education.

ELEMENTS OF A DESEGREGATION PLAN

(See pp. 18-35, mfra.)



• I. DATA REQUIRED FOR DESEGREGATION PLANS

The development of a sound desegregation plan depends upon cooperation betwoon the local school officials
and technical assistance personnel in collecting accurate data and information about the school system. Some
of the kinds of informetion needed include:

a Student enrollments by school. grade, race
a Staff assignments by school, position, race
a Capacity, age, location and adequacy of all school facilities
a Curricular and extracurricular offerings in each school
a Demography and geography of the oommunity, including potential safety hazard.
a Distances between schools and between population centers
a Transportation facilities available
a Tax base and fiscal information
a Organization and current policies of the school district
a Past efforts to desegregate
a Office for Civil Rights, D/HEW, oompHance requirements.

The following are suggested as means of obtainif11l the necessary facts:

1. Building information

To develop a plan, data on staff, building capacity, students, grade level, and so forth are necessary.
This type of information can be supplied by each school principal on a form,

• 2. Proposed building information

Information on future construction plans, including long·range projected plans, should be obtained.

3. Pupil locator maps

A pupil locator map for each school should be prepared by local school officials. The lowest
grade of each school usually enrolls the greatest number of pupils. Thus, plotting the location of the
students in the lowest grade of every school in the system should prove to be representative of total
student distribution. For example, if the school system is set up as 6-3-3, three pupil locator maps
should be prepared. The first map would locate every student in the tst grade, the seoond map would
locate every student in the 7th grade, and the third map would locate every IOth.grade student. If the
school system is 4-4-4, a separate map should be prepared for student. in grade I, students in grade 5,
and students in grade 9.

In addition, it is important to obtain projected figures for the student population ovar the next 5
years, and to foresee changing hou'ing patterns in the community. These procedures may prevent reo
segregation in the future.

The residences of Negro and white students should be plotted on maps by the use of different sym·
bois or colors. For example, white students could be plotted with red dots and Negro students with green
dots.

• -18-



Maps of adequate size should be used. They may be procured from the local Chamber of Commerce,
State and county highway departments, or other municipal agencies. Duplicate copies of these maps will
be needed.

In some cases a separate locator map for each school may be necesserv. These maps can show the
flow patterns of students as established under present policies.

4. School and school site map y a.of4
A map should be obtained Which~ws the location of each school in the system. Schools should be

placed on the map. coded as to level.7t~·~ddition, all proposed buildings and sites owned by the board
should be shown. All schools should be located in blue; elementary schools O. intermediate schools 1:::.,
and high schools O.

5. Transportation maps

Maps should be obtained showing all bus routes. the schools served. the number of miles driven for
each route, and the number of students living on each route. Students should be designated by race.

6. Demographic smear map

This map shows the community population distribution by race.
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• II. EFFECTIVE USE OF DATA

As a preliminary step to the use of data obtained, an on-site inspection should be made of community hous-
ing patterns and existing school facilities. A ride through the community surrounding each school and an
external examination of schools and school sites will usually be sufficient. This inspection will provide the
background necessary to work effectively with the data collected, and a demographic smear map could be
prepared at the same tirre. The following materials are useful in working with the
data collected:

1. Acetate overlays sufficiently large to cover the maps being used. Acetate at .0035 thickness seems
to be the most appropriate. This may be obtained at engineering and art supply houses.

2. Grease pencils _.red, blue, green, and black

3. Cloth or tissues for erasing

4. Transparent tape, thumb tacks, paper clips

5. An adding machine, if possible.

It is best to develop two copies of all overlays and maps.

The following step. have proved successful in the development of desegregation plans and might serve
as useful guides once the data have boon assembled .

• The examples used are based on an average-sized school district organized on a 6-3-3 grade struc-
ture. As the size and grade structure vary, these steps may be modified. For illustration, the maps included
in the appendix have been reduced in size, with the axoeption of the pupil locator map. For urban areas of
dense population, a map scale of 1 or 2 inches to a mile is recommended.

1. As a reference guide, the follOWing symbols and colors will provide easy identification:

White students
Negro students
Elementary school.
Intermediate schools
High schools
Zone lines

.. Red dots
Green dots
Blue circles
Blue triangles
Blue liquores
Black

2. tn most cases, it is advantageous to start with the elemantary schools. Place a sheet of acetate
overlay over tha school locator map and mark all elementary schools on the acetate with a blue circle.
Eithor on the edge of the ecetate nr on a separate sheet of paper place the' ,,!lowing information for each
school:

a. Name of school
b. Date of construction
c. State rated capacity
d. Current eorottment
e. Numbor of portable classrooms, if any.
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As additional information is needed, consult data shoots for individuai and surrounding schools

3. Remove overlay from school locator map and secure over elementary pupil locator map.

4. Consider the location of pupils in relation to the existing elementary schools

5. Where simple zoning does not result in significant desegregation, techniques should be considered

such as:

a. Pairing of schools
b. Grade structure reorganization
c. Central schools
d. School closing
e. Special-service schools
f. Education parks
g. Education complexes
h. Metropolitan plans
i. Magnet schoo Is
j. Construction (where financially feasible).

Conditions favorable to the use of th"se techniques are discussed in the following section.

6. Using zoning and other techniques, establish on the acetate a plan for elementary schools which is
educationally sound and administratively feasible. All techniques used should be clearly indicated on the

acetate.

7. Repeat steps numbers 2-6 for the intermediate schools, keeping in mind that elementary school
zones should, where possible, feed intermediate school zones. The acetate containing the elementary plan
can be occasionally placed over the intermediate overlay to check for desirable feeder patterns.

B. Repeat steps numbers 2-6 for the high schools, keeping in mind that both elementary and inter-
mediate zones should feed high school zones.

9. A permanent map for each level should be prepared from the acetates and a narrative description
of the plan should be prepared for explanation to those involved in the desegregation of the school district.
The written plan should include pertinent background information as well as specific recommendations de-
veloped for transition to a unitary system, including desegregation of faculty and staff, elimination of a dual
transportation system, and policy on future construction and minority transfer policies.

10. Alternate plans should be developed where it is clear that more than one technique would result In
complete desegregation or where other factors might be present that would dictate the need for an alterna-
live, such as the relative educational soundness of various techniques.

Following are descriptions of various techniques for use in developing desegregation plans and e de-
scription of the manner in which a final plan should be presented. Presentation to local school officials and
the public should be kept in mind throughout the development process, with particular emphasis upon the
kind of plants) developed and why.
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• III. DESEGREGATION TECHNIQUES

The techniques for developing an Ilffective plan vary. since they are contingent upon such factors as size of
the student population. residential patterns of the community. number and location of schools in the sys-
tem. and grade levels served by each school. Those discussed in this section have been used by many school
systems. In some cases one of the techniques will be adequate to do the job. but in larger systems e com-
bination of one or more may be needed.

It will become necessary to analyze the deta obtained and the maps and overlays developed in order to da-
terrnine which technique is most effective in a particular situation.

•

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

ct.rts illultr.ing dfJ'l8lfegation tsd1niqu .. were adapt-.f from CiYilRiahtl Comminion CI... lnghoul8 Publication No 8
June- 1967. "Schools Can Be D.... egated." . •
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GEOGRAPHIC ATTENDANCE ZONES

In many school syslel11$it will be possible to assign students to schools on the basis of geographic attendance
areas. Zone boundaries should be drawn in a manner promoting a maximum of desegregation in each school
and in as many schools as is administratively feasible. This would tend to deter the process of resegregation
or exclude it altogether as a possibility. In many cases it will be sufficient merely to enlarge existing attend-
ance areas. In others, new and imaginative attendance areas must be drawn to assure that schools serve a
racially and soclaUy heterogeneous student population. Many systems have used school bus routes as a basis
for establishing attendance areas.

GEOGRAPHIC ATTENDANCE ZONES

Illustration #1

AfTER

~ PREDOMINANllY
Ir&a NEGRO SCHOOLS

O PREDOMINANTlY
WHIrr SCHOOLS

00 DESEGREGATED
wa SCHOOLS
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• GEOGRAPHIC ATTENDANCE ZONES
Illustration #2

AFTER

•
\ r1!I I
\ I

rf3 \,' ."r;Gl
-------¥-------

I
I

,.££J1,£fJ
I
I
I &m PREDOMINANTLY

~ NEGRO SCHOOLS

O PREDOMINANTLY
Wt'UTE SCHOOLS

mt DESEGRfGATfClwa SCHOOLS
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SCHOOL PAIRING

This method of de<egregation is best suited to an area of. school system which has two comparable schools
located within a relatively short distance of each other. Before pairing, one school might be. predorni-
nantly Negro sc.hool serving grades 1-6. The other school might be a predominantly white school serving
the same grades. After pairing, one school could serve grades 1-3 and the other 4-6. In this way the former
attendance patterns for the two schools would be merged to form one larger attendance area for both schools.

~

GRADES GRADES
K~ 4~

--'

BEFORE PAIRING, STUDENTS ENROLL ACCORDING TO EACH SCHOOL'S
ATTENDANCE AREA. AFTER PAIRING, STUDENTS OF 80TH ATTENDANCE
AREAS ENROLL IN THE TWO SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO GRADE.
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REORGANIZATION OF GRADE STRUCTURE

In some school systems, desegregation may be accomplished through changing the basic grade organization.
Prior to reorganization there might be a pradominantly Negro school serving grades 1-12, one predominantly
white high school serving grades 9-12, and two predominantly white elementary schools serving grades 1-8.
The system could be reorganized on a 6-3-3 basis for all schools. The formerly white high school could
serve grades 10-12, fhe formerly Negro school could serve grades 7-9, and the formerly white elementary
schools could be zoned to serve grades 1-6. Utilizing this method would not only completely desegregate
the system but would also make full use of existing school plants.

REORGANIZATION OF GRADE STRUCTURE

AFTER

t:£8
7-9

dWJ
1-6 IWl PREDOMINANTLY

ma NEGRO SCHOOLS

O PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE SCHOOLS

m DESEGREGATED
W SCHOOLS
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CENTRAL SCHOOLS

q

Central schools are established by converting one or more facilities into schools which serve a single grade for
a much larger geographical area. Thus, when a central school is created, attendance areas for the remaining
schools can be enlarged. For example, a predominantly Negro elementary school could be converted into a
school for all 6th·grade students in the community. The remaining elementary schools would then serve only
five grades.

CENTRAL SCHOOLS

GRADES
1-6

GRADES
1-6

BEfORE

GRADES
1·6

I AFTF.R •

I •
I I
I I

GRADES I GRADES I GRADES
1·5 I 1·5 I 1-5

I I
I I• L ~---~------~-.

I
I

GRADES
1-5

GRADEl
~-6

~ PREDOMINANtlY NEGRO

- 80UNDARIES FOR GRADES 1-6

__ • ROUNDARIES fOR GRADES 1-5
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SCHOOL CLOSING AND CONSOLIDATION• In many systems small inadequate schools exist which were originally established for students of a particular
race. Such schools deny students equal educational opportunity and shoule! be closed and the students as-
signed to other schools in the system. Consideration should be given to recommending, when administra·
tively feasible, that schools not meeting State or other accreditation standards be closed. Recommendations
should be made of other uses that could be made of the facility, such as adult education center, recreation
center, reading center. special matE:~ria!!j;center,

SCHOOL CLOSING
BEFORE

WHITE WHITE WHITE

GRADES
7-9

GRADES
7-9

GRADES
7-9

THE PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL is CLOSED AND
THE STUDENTS ARE ASSiGNED TO OTHER SCHOOLS.
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ESTABLISHING SCHOOLS FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

A school formerly attended predominantly by students of one race may be converted into a special-
services building to serve the entire system. The special-services needs of the system should be as-
sessed to determine how the building might be best utilized. Such a facility could be used to house
classes for the educable mentally retarded and physically handicapped students with hearing or sight diffi-
culties. or as an adult education center. advanced learning center, or recreation center.

ESTABLISHING SCHOOLS
FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

BEFORE

rn!! PREDOMINANTLY
WJ NEGRO SCHOOLS

O PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE SCHOOLS

I%l1 DESEGREGATED
lliJ SCHOOLS
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EDUCATION PARKS

• For some communities the education park plan may be one of the best techniques for achieving desegrega-
tion, as well as for improving the overall quality of education and providing opportunities for specialized
training. The education park could consist of one facility, centrally located, which would serve all students
in the area. The park plan usually calls for new construction but it also permits more innovation and special-
ized facilities.

NEW YORK EDUCATION PARK PLAN

•
fiX~~~1EXPERIMENTAL

PLAN FOR NEW YORK'S NEW EDUCATION PARK PROVIDES FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS FOR 2,800
PUPILS, INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS FOR 3.600, AND A COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL FOR 4000
STUDENTS WilL BE GROUPED IN UNITS OF 700 EACH IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS, 900 IN THE .
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS, AND 1,000 IN THE HIGH SCHOOL. THE CENTRAL UNIT WrtL OFFER
COMMON FAC! LInES FOR ALL SCHOOLS IN THE COMPLEX:

·OiAGRAM ADAPTED FROM SATURDAY REVIEW. NOVEMBER. 1966.
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EDUCATION COMPLEXES

This method may be suited for communities in which there are several schools of the same grade structure
located relatively near each other. While it might be impossible to draw attendance zones that would deseg-
regate such schools, reorganizing the academic program in each school so that course offerings are distributed
among the schools on a departmentalized basis would result in all children attending all schools sometime
during the day. This method would also provide for the best distribution of specialized personnel, since all
children would be gathered in one building for each curricular area. One situation conducive to reorganiza·
tion into an education complex would be an area of a community in which there are five elementary schools,
two predominantly Negro and three predominantly white. The five schools could be reorganized into the
following: a social science building, a language arts building, a math and science building, a centrallibrery
building, and a special education building. The reorganization would result in mora concentrated programs
for all children in the area.

0~L::J ~J

EDUCATION COMPLEXES
BEFORE:

0~L:::J ~ •~ PREDOMINANTlY
~ NEGRO SCHOOl5

O PREDOMINANTLY
VoIHlTE SCHOOlS

AFTER

SOCIAL SCI(NCeS:
PRIMARY GRADES

LANGUAGE ARTS
PRIMARY GRADES

MATH to SCIENCE
PRIMARY GRADES

000
SOCIAL S.CIENCES LANGUAGE ARTS MATH &. SCIENCE

INTERMEDIATE GRADES INTfRMfOlATE GRADES INTERMEDIATE GRADES

000
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METROPOLITAN PLAN

The metropolitan plan may embody some or all of the features of education parks and complexes but differs
in that it includes surrounding suburban arees, Thus, one large complex of buildings and facilities located in the
the city would serve central city and suburban children. The site of the complex should be as convenient as
possible to all areas that it serves and should be large enough to permit growth.

METROPOLITAN PLAN
Illustration #1

Illustration #2• -------..,,,"" ....
".. "

,/
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MAGNET SCHOOLS AND SUPPLEMENTARY CENTERS

To attract students from a wide geographical area of a school district. programs V'lhich are ifi,10vative or which
are designed to supplement activities existing in traditional schools could be offered exclusively at "magnet"
schools. A supplementary center could also offer a special curriculum taught nowhere else in the system.
Many students should be eager to choose to attend such a school on a full-time or part-time basis. Attract-
ing students from as large a geographic area as possible would assure a more racially and socially heterogen-
eous student population.

MAGNET SCHOOLS

~ PREDOMINANTLY
~ NEGRO SCHOOLS

O PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE SCHOOLS
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White Negro Total

BUILDING INFORMATION

Name of School . _

Address _

Name of Principal . _

Grades in School . _

Number of Permanent Teaching Stations _

State Rated Capacity _

Maximum Building Capacity (without portables} _

Portable Classrooms ----"'<T-,-----
Number Capacity

Temporary Classrooms -:-;-_,- _
Number Capacity

Current Student Enrollment
White Negro

Total Student Enrollment• Number of Teachers Full time or Part time
White Negro

White Negro Total

Full time _ Full time _

Part time _
Fun time _

Part time _ Part time

Other Professional Personnel

ENROLLMENT BY GRADES

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th Total

W

N -
Total
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3. Monitoring Implementation

Monitoring is a key element in the desegregation process
as a desegregation plan is only as good as its imple~entation.
Unfortunately, many people concerned with desegregation assume
that the battle is over with the court victory or with announce-
ment of the plan. Such an assumption allows recalcitrant ad-
ministrators to drag their feet in desegregating the schools.
Monitoring thus is necessary.

Soma court orders provide for a monitoring team to review
the implementation of desegregation. Members of your group
may be included on this team by petitioning the court or by
asking plaintiff's counsel to recommend your members to the
court.

Monitoring the racial composition of the schools is rela-
tively easy. If your school district is under court order to
desegregate, reports to the court listing racial composition
of the schools are often required. Copies of these reports
can be reviewed at the offices of the civil rights attorneys
who worked on the case, at the court clerk's office, or at
the school board offices (if they'll cooperate). If your
school district was desegregated under a voluntary plan ap-
proved by HEW, copies of the school system's 101 and 102 forms
can be obtained from the Office for Civil Rights ty HEW.

• The more complicated task is determining whether the
schools are moving effectively toward desegregation. This
can be measured by: (1) the extent to which desegregation is
deemed to be a highly desirable goal; (2) the existence of
intercultural sensitivity; and (3) the equitable allocation
of resources. Questionnaires should be developed to guage
the extent to which these criteria are being met in your
school system.

On the following pages there are examples of some of
the areas you should be monitoring.
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CLASSROOM PERFORNANCE •
, '

DESEGREGATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION CHECKLIST

The observer's oheokl.iet, set out at pp. 13-15, supra, may be used to
evaluate alassroom interaation. That aheaklist may be supplemented by the
following questions direated at the classroom teacher:

1. What'training have you reaeived in multiraaial, multicultural teaching?

2. Has the sahool administration provided in-serviae training in these
areas? If yes, please desaribe and give your opinion as to its adequaay.

3., Has, the echool: administration provided human relations workshops for
teaahers? 'Have they been adequate?

4. Do you use multiracial, multicultural teaching materials? If yes,
describe.

5. Are such materials part of the reguZar burriculum or have'gou indepen-
dently supplemented the curri,eulum?

6. Are multiraaial materials an integral part of the aurricufum, or an
addendum toL it?,',

] :'3. ".

9. Have you invited other teachers to observe your alass performanae?

10. Are'raciaZ issues disaussed openly in faaulty meetings?

11. How do you handle raci-al:inaidents that evolve in the el-aeeroom?

12. Do you feel uncomfortable disciplining minority students? White students?

13. Are you more comfortable teaching white than minority students? Minority
than white students? If yes, have you discussed this with other teaahers
or school administrators? What was their response?

14. Do you encourage students to diecuee their feelings about raae in the
classroom? If no, is this because you feel unable to lead such a discussion?

15. ~aat do you do to ensure that all students partiaipate in alassroom
aativities?

16. Do you provide learning exper-ienoee that allow students at different
ability levels to partiaipate? If yes, give examples.
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•

17. Are you familiar with the educational
were receiving at their previous schools?
what are you doing to compensate for it?

experience that transfer students
If this experience is lacking,

18. Do you assign students to projects so as to promote integrated teams?

19. If student seating choices have resulted in segregated patterns, have
you taken affirmative steps to change this?

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

The questions on this checklist should be directed at school principals
or other administrators.

1. Have you instituted a review of curricula «ad teaching
yes, what action do you intend as a result of the review?
intend to undertake such a review?

materials? If
If no, do you

2. What in-service training or human relations workshops have you imple-
mented for teachers, for staff (custodial and secretarial), and for students?

3. Do you schedule discussions of race and racial issues at faculty meetings?

4. Are you available to talk with teachers and students on these issues?

5. Have you planned school-wide activities to encourage multiracial,
multicultural understanding?

6. Has a multiracial student committee been estabZished at the school?
If yes, what are its functions?

7. Have trained staff been assigned to work with the committee?

8. Have you held an open house for parents and students?

9. If parents are unable to attend school func7'ions, do you arrange for
teachers to visit with parents?

10. Does a Title I parent advisory council exist at your school?

11. Does this council have access to all information and play an important
role in school decision-making? If no, describe its function.

12. Are parents .and students involved in setting curriculum standards?

13. Are student rights and responsibilities published? If yes, are copies
widely distributed to parents and students?

14 Have you spoken at commwtity meetings to explain the desegregation plan
and how it is working in your school?
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8. Do social studies aourses deal with Afriaan, Asian, Ameriaan Indian
and Latin Ameriaan aultures, as well as European? •

CURRICULUM

You should inspeat readers, textbooks, workbooks, libraries and re-
sourae materials to determine whether aurriculum materials are multiethnia •
and integrated (that is, inaorporated into the curriaulum rather than
addenda to the aurriculum).

1. Do primers and readers aontain minority aharaaters?

2. Do primers and readers portray situations in whiah minority aharaaters
have equal status roles with the majority aharaaters?

3. Do world history ooureee foaus on European history, 01' is substantial
study also devoted to Afriaan history, eta.?

4. Do aourses in Amex-ioan history present aocompl.i.shmenteand aontributions
of minority Ameriaans?

5. Does history instruation aaknowledge the aruaial aontribution of slave
labor in building the Ameriaan eoonomq?

6. In studying the Mexiaan-Ameriaan War, is major attention given to the
responsibility of the United States government for provoking the War?

7. Is the cooperation of blaak and white during Reconstruction after the
Civil War presented in a positive light?

9. Does social studies classroom discussion ever center on racial discrimi-
nation as exemplified by lynahing, school segregation, and exclusion from voting?

10. Are there eleative social studies aourses available that emphasize the
contributions of minority people and their cultures?

11. Is substantial classroom attention devoted to ways in which minority
people in the United States have established their own institutions?

12. Do fine arts courses refleat contributions of minority artists and cultures:

13. ,ihere used, ~re bulletin board· illustrationS integrated?

14. Do all children in the school have an opportunity to read poems, short
stories, autobiographies and.other literature by minority writers?

15. Do all children learn about a representative range of black and other
racial minority leaders?

16. Have all teachers attended history or culture courses that expose them
to aultures other than their own?

17. Does the school have a mul.triethnio committee or human relations commi t-:
tee conaerned with the issues of integrated education?
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18. Does the ~ibrary contain books «ad materia~s dea~ingwith minority
history and cul.turer

19.- Do a~~ children have a chance to see newspapers and magazines that are
pub~ished by, and which feature news about racia~ minorities?

20. Do class projects ever invo~ve studying black or Hispanic communities?

21. Are opportunities regular~y made avai~ab~e in the classroom for children
to "show and tell" about ethnic differences?

22. Do children Learn about the struggle for human rights -elsewhere in the
world and during earlier periods of history?

23. Does the school have a plan to replace o~d texts with integrated textbooks?

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Effective desegregation is dependent on minority and white students
having equal access to status positions in the schoo~. Extracurricu~ar
and student affairs are of key importance in meeting this qoal-, The fol-
lowing questions should be asked of schoo~ principals and other administrators.

1. Does the school pro ram provide for extracurricu~ar activities?

2. What are the eligibility rules for participation in echool:activities?

3. Is a certain leve~ of academic achievement required for participation
in extracurricular activities?

4. Are costly uniforms or fees required for participation in extracurriaul
activi ties?

7. Are teams and activities racially desegregated?

8. Are minority students proportionately represented on schoo~ teams and
eheering squads?

9. Are coaching and student affairs staffs racially desegregated?
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C. PUBLIC EDUCATION

Community education by pro-desegregation coalitions is
essential because neutral coalitions may, omit some basic •
information. For example, one of the',key elements for com-
munities to understand is that desegregation remedies, in-
cluding busing, are implemented because there have been
constitutional violations. Coalitions which are unwilling
to "take sides" may fail to include this basic point in
their education programs for fear that they would appear to
be "blaming" education officials, who may in fact be part
of the neutral coalition. Similarly, neutral coalitions may
be willing to speak of improving the quality of education
but reluctant to admit that minority and low income children
have been receiving an inferior education. These limitations
should be recognized, accepted and explained by pro-desegre-
gation groups.

Effective community education is frequently dependent
upon favorable or at least neutral press. It thus is impor-
tant for pro-desegregation groups and coalitions to establish
good relations with the media, to assist the media in every
way possible, and to direct public education efforts at least
partially at the media.

1. Preparing and Disseminating Educational Materials

The following are examples of the types of public infor-
mation materials which should be prepared and disseminated. •
In communities where a neutral coalition exists, the pro-
desegregation coalition should focus on producing those
materials which the neutral coalition need not or will not
produce.

a. Before the School Desegregation Order Is Issued

Before school desegregation is ordered by a court, deemed
necessary by HEW; or voluntarily decided upon by a school
board, there are many materials which should be prepared and
dis'cributed. An early presentation of information is espe-
cially important--before the desegregation of your school
becomes an emotional issue.

(1) "Why the School District is Being Sued." Such a
pamphlet should include (a) a description of the segregated
nature of the school system; (b) how the school system became
so segregated; (c) how the legal process works; (d) a summary
of attempts to resolve the problem without litigation and why
these attempts failed; and (e) what will happen if the court
rules that the school system is segregated.
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(2) "What the Supreme Court Has Said about School
Desegregation: A Summary of Cases and Remedies." In addition
to summarizing cases and remedies, such a pamphlet should
stress that appeals by school boards only serve to prolong
the inevitable, to waste money in costly litigation, and to
encourage community resistance to effective desegregation.

(3) "How School Desegregation Is vlorking in other Cities."
Excerpts from the various U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
reports have easily been adapted into pamphlets. See, for
example, the excerpt from "Fulfilling the Letter and Spirit
of the Law" below.

(4) "What the Effects of School Desegregation Are on
Academic Achievement, Self-Esteem, Racial Attitudes, and
Whi ce Flight." Al though the research in these areas is in-
conclusive, it is important that the coalition put these
issues in the proper perspective vis-a-vis school desegrega-
tion. For example, segregated schools are illegal and un-
constitutional whether or not white and black students per-
form better in desegregated settings. Similarly, white flight
did not begin with and will not end with school desegregation.

(5) "How Our Educational System Works." How it is funded;
what is the per pupil expenditure in local school districts;
what additional federal funds may be available to a desegre-
gating district; who makes education decisions in your district;
how parents and students can become more involved in their
schools; etc.

EXCERPTS FROM A REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES COMi'4ISSIONON CIVIL RIGHTS,
"FULFILLING THE LETTER AND SPIRIT OF THE LAW" (AUGUST 1976):

"...there is one ooncl.uei.onthat stands out above all others:
desegregation works. It is working in Hillsborough County, Florida; and
Tacoma, Washington; Stamford, Connecticut; and Williamsburg County, South
Caro~ina; Minneapo~is and Denver, and in many other school districts where
citizens fee~ that compliance with the ~aw is in the best interests of
their children and their communities. It is even working in the vast
majority of schoo~s in Boston and Louisvi~le in spite of the determination
of some citizens and their ~eaders to thwart its progress. The efforts
of ~aw abiding citizens in these and other desegregating districts are
not we~~-known, a~though they are more representative of the total deseg-
regation experience than the more publicized resistance of opponents. "

* * *
I~eaders at the nationa~, State and local leve~s must accept the

fact that desegregation of the Nation's schoo~s is a constitutiona~
imperative.

The peacefu~ imp~ementation of desegregation is not by chance.
Luck p~ays no part in determining the degree of disruption that a deseg-
regating schoo~ district experiences ....the support of schoo~ officials
and other ~ocal ~eaders strong~y inf~uences the outcomes of desegregation.
The pub~ic genera~~y fo~~ows the lead of officials who are responsib~e
for school desegregation. Commitment and firm support from these offiaia~s
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encourage law-abiding citizens to make-desegregation work. Under this
type of leadership, even opponents of school desegregation conform to
the standards of behavior exemplified by their leaders, thus ensuring
tranquility and a peac~ful learning environment for their children.
Officials who are committed to desegregation and act decisively to ensure
peaceful implementation are likely to be rewarded with a relatively
smooth, peaceful transition."

* * *
,~ peacefUL transition from segregation to desegregation is not the

end but only the beginning. Successful desegregation requires continued
monitoring, evaluation, and periodic review arui somtimes revision of the
original pZan. School officials and oommuni.iq people must deal with
certain "second generation" problems that may jeopardize the goal of
desegregation. These problems include classroom segregation, inequitable
disciplinary procedures, low minority participation in extracurricular .
activities, lack of minority representation on administrative and teach~ng
staffs, and the absence of multicultural, bilingual education for language-
minority students.

These problems are not inherent in the schOol desegregation process.
Where they do oqcur, they resuit from lack'of foresight, planning, and
evaluation on the part of school officials and the cOlWIUnity. But where
school officials act affirmatively to promote successful desegregation,
these problems are less likely to result. This action should take place
continuously once the desegregation plan is put into effect. Efforts
to upgrade the ourriculum and to hire minority staff, for example, must
continue far beyarld'the original pupil assignment plan. When desegrega-
tion'is seen in this way--as a process--school officials can continue to
provide all students a better educational environment."

* * *
"Under our system of government, in the absence of action by the

executive or legislative branches, the courts ~hen faced with the issue
must determine what steps should be taken to ensure that the constitu-
tional right to equal educational opportunity is provided. The Commis-
sion believes, for constitutional reasons, that efforts by either the
executive or the legislative branches to curb the power of the courts,
in the final analysis, will not prevail. Such efforts undermine the
desegregation process and jeopardize the rights of minority students.
Furthermore, these attempts contribute to the position of some indivi-
duals that desegregation can be avoided."

* * *
"A major investment of time and resources must be made in order to

deal with misconceptions relative to desegregation.
Many of these misconceptions grow out of misunderstanding of what

is constitutionally required. One of the most popular misconceptions is
the view that segregation in the North and West arises from "natural
causes" in contrast to the "separate" schools imposed by law in 17
Southern and Border States prior to 1954.•.. [But] Federal caurts have
ordered desegregation in northern and western jurisdictions only when
faced with evidence showing that local or State school officials have
deliberately used their powers to foster segregated schools, often despite
State law to the conts-aru .
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b. When a Court Order or School Board Plan Is Announced---

• It is at this point that the local community which has
remained relatively aloof ~rom the drawn-out process of school
desegregation litigation or compliance efforts may begin to
sense the imminence of desegregation. The coalition should
be prepared to disseminate information through its own chan-
nels and through the media. Pamphlets which can be prepared
quickly are:

(1) "The Legal Steps in Desegregation." It is important
that people understand how the legal system has operated--to
assure them that they have had their day in court. This
pamphlet should trace the court suit and the steps that led
to that suit. Since such information is mainly historical,
it can be drafted in advance of the court decision and com-
pleted by inserting the court's ruling.

(2) "The Decision." There are at least three approaches
that can.be taken in drawing up this pamphlet. The first is
simply to excerpt key language from the decision. While this
i9 quick and simple, many court decisions are not easily com-
prehensible to lay people or to lawyers, and even when they
are comprehensible, the formality .of the language may discour-
age readers.

•
A second approach is a "Ivhat the Court Decision Means"

pamphlet, which can be styled to answer popular questions
about school desegregation. This piece has the advantage of
being understandable, but will take considerably more energy
and time to develop. .

A third approach might be a "Why the School System Has
Been Ordered to Desegregate" pamphlet. Such a pamphlet could
explain not only the meaning of the decision but also the
court's findings which led to the decision. This avenue
would enable coalitions to point out the segregated nature
of the school system, as the court found it, without being
the ones to declare a constitutional violation.

An additional tool is a full-page ad in local newspapers
supporting desegregation. This can be paid for through con-
tributions by the signatories. Needless to say, 500 names
are more impressive than 100, and 5,000 even more impressive.
However, fewer names of pUblicly identifiable (and racially
balanced) citizens can be extremely effective.

(3) "The Court Guieelines for Desegregating the Schools."
This pamphlet should also include an explanation of various
desegregation techniques and opportunities, including dates
of public hearings for citizen comment on proposed plans.

• (4)
gated. "
the U.S.

"How the School S¥stem Can Be Successfully Desegre-
Again, such a pamphlet could draw on the findings of
Commission on Civil Rights by identifying factors
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that contribute to successful desegregation, e.g., broad-
based community support; positive leadership from local I
officials; involvement of minorities at all levels of the
process; etc •. •

(5) "The PlDoposed Desegregation Plan." It is important
that the community know whether the plan proposed by the
school board is supported or opposed by the coalition. The
coalition should therefore publish its endorsement or oppo-
sition as well as an explanation of the plan. The coalition
also should list phone numbers that parents or students can
call to find out how they personally will be affected by the
plan.

(6) "The Pros ahd Cons of the Proposed Desegregat~olf
Plan." Increasingly, newspapers in desegregating communities
are providing detailed information on desegregation plans.
Unfortunately, such articles may cover 3imply.the logistics
of desegregation without considering the ways in which the
desegregation plan will affect the quality of education of-

.fered the children. Accordingly, pro-desegregation coalitions
should be prepared to evaluate proposed plans and to issue,
public information materials which assess the pros and cons
of a proposed plan. Evaluation can be done by comparing the
proposed plan with the plan proposed by your group or by
comparing the elements of the. plan with, the checklist on the
following pages. Since public information materials should •
also include the logistics of the plan, the first section of
the checklist is devoted to collecting hard data.

•
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• CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING PROPOSED SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PLANS

In order to provide public infonnation about desegregation plans,
you need to know the answers to the following:

1. fmo was responsible for .the development of the plan?

2. Did the court order require community participation in the plan? If
not; was the community invited to participate?

3. How was the community involved in development and/or review of hte
proposed plan?

4. Who were the "community" representatives?

5. '(natdesegregating techniques does the plan include?

6. What features ohi.ch.your group had considered important to effective
desegregation are missing from the plan?

7. fVhenwill the desegregation plan be implemented?

8. If the plan will be implemented in phases, how will this proceed?

9. How many students will be affected by the proposed plan?

.- 10. How many students will be reassigned from their present schools?

11. How many students were transported prior to the proposed plan?

12. How many students will be transported for the purpose of desegregating
the schools?

13. What is the cost of the proposed transportation plan?

14. Does the plan specify how the costs of desegregation will be met?

15. Are proposed bus routes as efficient as possible in terms of student
safety and time?

16. How many schools will be desegregated under the proposed plan?

17. What will be the percentage of minority students and of white
students in each school?

18. Are the proposed percentages within the guidelines set by the court?

19. Does the plan consider population shifts in establishing the percen-
tage of minority students in each school?

20. How many schools will remain rae-ially isolated under the proposed pl.an?

21. fmat is the justification for lewJing these schools isolated?
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30. Does the proposed plan call for merging schools or school departments?
If.so, how wi U principals and department heads be seLected?
31. How does the plan guarantee bilingual/bicultural education programs ~
for al/l:students who desire them?

22. Would another plan desegregate these schools?

23. Does the proposed plan place a greater burden on minority communities
than on white communities?

24. Are disproportionate numbers of minority students scheduled for busing?

25. Are disproportionate numbers of minority schools scheduled for closing?
If so, are these schools in the same or better condition than schools in
white communities which are scheduled ,to remain open?

26. Are magnet schools part of the desegregation plan? If so, where will
they be located? What courses of study wiU they offer? How does the
plan propose to maintain racial balance in these schools? How will stu-
dents be recruited for these schools?

27. How iai.l.l: faculty assignments be made?

28. Will proposed teaching staff in each school reflect the racial compo-
sition of the school: district?

29. vet: the present educational staff be maintained? If not, wiU dis-
proportionate numbers of minority teachers be laid off?

35. vn1at does the plan do to improve the quality of education? For
example, does it include programs to:

--upgrade basic skills?
--meet the educational needs of language minority students?
--improve guidance and counseling services?
--tailor learning experiences to the individual student'sneeds?

36. What does the plan do to expand educational opportunities by providing
new types of learning programs, e.g., open classrooms, team teaching,
individualized learning?

37. Does the plan include tapping the resources of nearby universities
in developing educational programs and training school staffs?

38. How does the plan encouraqe echoole to use non-school education
resov~ces in the community? '.
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• 39. uhat:does the plan do to ensure for eaoh student a genuinely desegre-
gated learning exper-ience? For example, does it include:

-'-multiraoial ourricula?
--desegregated olassrooms, inoluding provisions to guard against

"ability groupingrt and tx-aolcinq,whioh oc;n lead to segregated
olassrooms?

--extraourrioular aotivities soheduled when all ohildren, inoluding
those bused to sohool,oan attend?

40. r/hatdoes the plan do to ensure that parents and other oitizens are
fully informed about the desegregation prooess and how the students will
be affeoted by it?

41. How does the plan prepare students for desegregation? For example,
does the plan inolude:

--human relations workshops for students?
--establish~ent ofmultiraoial st~dents oounoils?
--exohange of student leaders from sending and reoeiving sohools

prior to the opening of sohools?

42. What does the plan inolude to prepare sohool staff (prinoipals,
teaohers, oustodians, eto.) for desegregation? For example, does the
plan inolude:

--in-servioe training?
--refresher oourses?
--human relations workshops?

• 43. What does the plan provide to guarantee the safety and well-being
of students in sohool and on their way to and from sohool, espeoially
during the first days of deeeqreqabion? For example, will morzitors ride
the buses or be in the sohools?

44. How does the plan distribute more evenly among sohools the total
resouroes of the sohool distriot?

45. Uhat:does the plan do to ensure that staff at the sohool: building
level, espeoially prinoipals, are vested with authority to make deoisions
in keeping with their responsibilities?

46. How does the plan guarantee that disoipline of students will be done
in an even-handed non-disoriminatory manner?

47. What provision does the plan make for monitoring onoe the plan is
implemented?

48. What does the plan inolude to inorease publio aooess tosohool
information?

49. r/hat does the plan do to projeot realistio oosts and possible fund
souroes, inoluding reallooation within existing budgets?
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2. Public Speaking
Pro-desegregation groups and coalitions should have

available a number of public speakers to address community ~
groups, parent groups, etc., about desegregation. Ideally, \~
a pro-desegregation coalition should have a speakers bureau
which trains speakers and would coordinate the engagement of
speakers at various community meetings.

Public speakers and especially teacher-trainers must be
knowledgeable about the school system and about desegregation.
In addition, they should have children in the public school
system that is being desegregated. There should be both
minority and white speakers and trainers. When speakers are
used in teams, the teams should be integrated.

In recruiting potential speakers for training, you should
seek out people who already have good speaking ..skills, are
able to think quickly on their feet, and can field questions
well. People who have not previously been identified as
public speakers may have these needed skills, and can easily
be trained on the substantive issues.

Speaker training requires significant effort and time if
done correctly, but the rewards are clear in the multiplier
effect t ained speakers will have on community education.
Some materials which will be helpful for training sessions
include he following:

(a) A summary of school desegregation case law. tf
(b) A description of your school system: how it is con-

;.colled and financed; the degree of segregation
aithin the system; the. quality of education within
the system; etc.

(c) An historical and. factual account of the court case
in your community.

(~) A summary of desegregation techniques, including
the prospects for metropolitan remedies.

(e) References to the experience of other communities
that have desegregated ..

(f) A summary of the research on school desegregation,
e.g., academic achievement, self esteem and aspira-
tions, race relations, white flight.

(g) A list of questions and answers about comm n parent
concerns, e.g., quality of education, violence in
schools, parent involvement in distant schools,
medical and other emergencies, etc.

Within this brief outline there are a number of areas
and some will require more than one training session. Most
people who are willing to do public speaking are those with
the busiest schedules. However, you should attempt to conduct
sessions at least twice a week in order to avoid an extended
training period. A more desirable option would be to conduct; 'a-,a t::-a:'..;::,L·l':weekend, with follow-up sess.i.onsi.n the ensui.ng .,
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• Whenever possible you should utilize audio visual equip-
ment which lets the individual see or-hear the impression
s/he is making. Many schools and universities have this
equipment and students eager to learn how to use it. Your
group should make arrangements for using both the equipment
and the students.

weeks when participants would engage in role playing to simu-
late the questions and situations they must be preparee to
handle.

A final concept that should be built into your speaker
training is team teaching. Trainees should accompany more
experienced speakers to their engagements. The pro-desegre-
gation speaker will often be on the defensive and it is wise
for the new speaker to learn from observation how to field
hostile questions. An important side effect is to protect
the ego of the new speaker who may need to learn that the
desegregation message is not an easy one to get across; the
lack of instant success is not a reflection on his/her abilities.

Once you have completed the basic study sessions, parti-
cipants should be "tested" on commonly asked questions. This
"testing" will fit in well with role playing situations.
Group discussion should focus on how questions were answered:
tlas the information factually correct? Did the answer tend
to allay fears of the questioner or heighten suspicion or
hostility? How do you think the general audience would have
responded to the answer given?

One of the :~ey lessons for participants is learning
that inaccurate information and personal opinions may seriously
damage the credibility of community education endeavors. If
you don't know the answer to a question it's better to say so,
with a promise to secure the answer, than to hazard a guess.
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COMi'40NLYASKED QUESTIONS,:

1. Why shouldn't my child be able to attend a neighborhood school?
2. I worked hard to buy a home in this community because I wanted my child
to have a decent education. 'ffhyshould I lose al-l:this and send my child
'to a run-down school? ',
3.'Won't the quality of education go down when underachi evers are grouped
with achieving students?
4. Isn't there a lot of violence and racial hostility in desegregated schools?
5. Shouldn't we spend our money on improving the quality of education in
our schools rather than on busing? '
6. Isn't it true that desegregated schools do not improve the achievement
of minority students ,and may decrease the achievement of white students?
9. I'm for integration, but I'm aqainst: forced busing. ffhynot just let
people volunteer?
10. Won't my child be cut out of participation in after-school or extra-
curricular activities if s/he doesn't attend a neighborhood school?
11. What will happen to my child if s/he becomes ill or loses his/her
lunch in a school that is far away?
12. How can I participate in a school (as a volunteer or in the PTA)
that's miles away from where I live?
13. If the schools are desegregated, how will minority children hold student
government office or positions as, cheerleaders in a majority white school?
14. Won'tresegregation take place in the classroom based on ability grouping?

15. Won't school desegregation incl'ease the tendency of white middle class
families to "love to the suburbs?
16. Won't the minority community bear the burden of desegregating the
schools? For example, aren't disproportionate numbers of minority stu-
dents bused? Partidularly in the lower grades?
17. Isn't the minority community just as opposed to busing as is the
whi te communi ty ?
18. How can you integrate students who all speak different languages?
19. Why shouldn't everyone be taught in English? This is America isn'tit?
20. Some of us have worked long and hard to get bilingual/bicultural pro-
grams in our schools. Ithat will happen to them if the schools are deseg-
regated?
21. Won't our community become another Boston if the schools desegregate?
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3. Obtaining and Filling Speaking Engagements

•
Public service and community news announcements, as well

as mailings to community groups, business and churches should
be prepared to elicit speaking engagements. Local radio and
TV talk shows are usually receptive to engaging trained
speakers on local issues. Call or visit them to initiate
your speaker's appearance, or demand equal time if the
opposition has been on the air.

If your speaker's bureau includes well-known community
or business leaders, advertise their availability as speakers.
While they may not be able to fill every engagement, they can
"draw" requests for speakers.

Among the most important forums for public education are
house meetings or coffee klatches. The intimate size of such
meetings, where participants are familiar with one another,
is conducive to frank discussion without the polarization
that m~y occur at larger gatherings •

.Assigning speakers to engagements may be a delicate task.
Regardless of how expert your speakers have become, it is
true that judgments have to be made about whether a group
will accept and believe information about the law from some-
one who is not a lawyer, or about educational matters from
someone who is not an educator.

• 4. Working with the Media

School desegregation is one of the issues which the media
are least suited to cover: it develops over a long period of
time and is therefore likely to be covered by many different
reporters; newspaper stories or broadcast reports are often
unable to capture the origins and history of the process; and
the issues in desegregation suits are rarely clearcut.

The need for close working relationships with the media
is therefore of special importance. Your group should:

--Establish a media committee, delegating responsibilities
for contact, follow-up, and spokesperson roles to ap-
propriate individuals.

--Hold early and frequent background briefings for mem-
bers of the press. Editors, assignment editors,
writers and TV and radio broadcasters should be brought
together for briefings on the case, if there is one,
or on the nature of segregation in your community.
It is important that the media understand, and that
the reporting reflect, the fact that busing or any
other remedy is being implemented because there has
been a finding of unconstitutional discrimination.

--As developments unfold, additional roundtable meetings
should be held with the press. (Some judges may hold
briefing sessions with the press prior to the release
of the desegregation order to encourage informed cover
age. This process should be supported.)) In addition,
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you may want to provide follow-up sessions explaining
your group's reaction to the forthcoming order.
Similarly, when the plan is announced, care should be
taken to ensure that the press understand the strengths
and weaknesses of the proposal.

--As public awareness begins to focus on desegregation,
the press will begin doing feature stories. Your
group should have established itself as a source of
information for these articles by continually distri-
buting information to the press on desegregation re-
search as it is issued, the effect of desegregation
in other communities, and model desegregation plans
in·other areas.

--Supply the press with a list of black.and white parents
willing to be identified in feature articles, television
programs and general contacts, as proponents of desegre-
gation.' The list should include the plaintiffs in the
lawsuit but should be much broader and more representa-
tive of the general population.

--Ask the press to publish your list of the most frequen·tly
asked questions and answers about desegregation. If
other groups have done this already, your group should
offer to provide your answers, or to comment on answers
provided by the other groups.

--F9110wing the court order, and prior to implementation,
public service announcements should be made to familiar-
ize the community with the plan.

--Ask your newspapers to print a special supplement
listing where students will go, school-by-school,
using maps to illustrate.

--Spot announcements should be developed featuring commu-
nity leaders and local officials who are supporting the
desegregation order. (In Detroit, four major stations
were partners with business groups in prQducingand
airing such spots free of charge.)

-~Use point-o£-view columns or letters to the editor to
correct errors made by the media, or simply to explain
deseg egation.

--Solicit speaking appearances on radio or television
talk shows.

--Collect as seon as possible oositivestories on school
desegregation (parents volunteering as bus monitors,
newly-painted ghetto schools, special efforts by
parents' groups) and get these to the media. Be par-
tiCUlarly sensitive to locating positive student lea-
dership for media coverage.

--Collect all newspapers from the time the desegregation
suit is filed. Once implementation is ordered, add up
the column inches per newspaper which can be consideze~
"pos Lt.Lve" or "negative." If there has been more neq a-
tive coverage, take the collection of marked and color-
coded papers to the managing editors along with a group
of representatives to argue for more positive coverage.
lo1onitor your television news in much the same way, pa r-:
ticularly bearing in mind your rights of access to edi..
toriiIl content.
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D. ROLES OF SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIOHS AND INDIVIDUALS

• Past desegregation experience indicates that a number of
community organizations have a proclivity towards or at least
a possibility of joining desegregation coalitions. Civil
rights and public interest organizations, such as the NAACP
and the ACLU, usually comprise the nuclei of pro-desegregation
coalitions. Religious groups sometimes are members of pro-
desegregation coalitions but "often are aligned instead with
neutral coalitions. Business organizations almost al,,,aYsare
aligned with neutral coalitions.

In addition to these groups, there are various individuals
and organizations which usually play a role in desegregation.
The roles of government officials and political leaders are
especially important. And, of course, there are anti-desegre-
'gation organizations which too frequently measure in the tally.

1. Civil Rights, Public Interest, and Education Organizations

Nearly every school desegregation lawsuit in the country
has been filed by lawyers working on behalf of civil rights
organizations such as the ACLU, the NAACP, and the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund. These organiza-
tions, whether or not they are directly involved in a deseg-
regation lawsuit in your community, should be among the con-
venors of pro-desegregation coalitions.

• In addition to those organizations which actively liti-
gate desegregation lawsuits, there are a number of organiza-
tions which may be expected to join pro-desegregation coali-
tions. These include: the American Friends Service Committee;
the League of Women Voters; the Puerto Rican Legal Defense
and Education Fund; the Urban League; the Lawyers' Guild;
the National Organization of Nomen; the Council of Jewish
Women; Church Women United; etc.

In organizing a pro-desegregation coalition, representa-
tives of all of the foregoing groups should be contacted and
solicited for suggestions of other local civil rights and
public interest organizations.

Finally, local education organizations should be con t ac i.ed .
In some communities, parent-teacher associations may join pro-
desegregation coalitions. Similarly, local chapters of the
National Education Association, which supports desegregation
nationally, may join such a coalition.

2. Religious Groups
Religious groups have played a key role in virtually all

coalition activities. Although such groups sometimes join
pro-desegregation coalitions, they usually are part of neutral
cealitions since they regard their role as one of reconcilia-
tion ~ather than of advocacy. This has been in part because
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of an assumption that eventually the court' decd.sdon would be
in favor of the plaintiffs, but also because the experience
of other communities has pemonstrated that clergy preaching
on peaceful implementation have been more effective than
clergy preaching in support of desegregation. The commitment
and strength of the reli~ious community in peaceful desegre-
gation efforts is best evidenced by the fact that in a number
of communities the religious community has provided the impe-
tus for the formation of the neutral coalitions.

a. Internal Education

Church structures offer many avenues for public educa-
tion. Services, Sunday school, and membership meetings all
.provide excellent opportunities for Ciisseminatins;accurate in-
formation to large numbers of people. Small group. activities
are also important in providing an environment in which ques-
tions and anxieties can be aired in a productive way.

It is not the ability of churches to provide public edu-
cation tpat must be addressed, but the willingness of churches
toewbrace school desegregation as a priority issue. This
can only be done through systematic education at the various
hierarchical levels. This education can proceed most effec-
tively via an inter-fairh or united. church structure.

Initial organization of such a task force will proceed
along the lines of coalition development: interested indivi-
duals must be located, goals established, and funds secured.
Although in-kind donations and volunteer assistance have been ~
the mainstays of many religious activities, church.groups
also have access to Social Concern or Human Development Funds,
sponsored by national or regional denomination offices.
Funding proposals should be drawn up, incorporating a number
of the public education suggestions outlined below. But
action should not wait for formal funding.

Once task force members, representing various denomina-
tions and church agencies,· are familiar ,Iith school desegre-
gation-law and the process of implementing desegregation
decisions, educational workshops for .area clergy should be
planned. Such workshops should focus on:

--Religious principles regarding school desegregation;
--School desegregation history, law, implementation,
. and experience of other communities;
--The local school system: how it became segregated

and how it can be desegregated.

It is important that such workshops reach large numbers
of clergy, especially those who don't think they have a role
in desegregation. The attitudes and responses casually given
to a parishioner's comments on school desegregation may es-
tablish for that individual and his/her family and friends

'..
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•
whether or not school desegregation is likely to raise con-
flict and anxiety in the community. Religious personnel
have general training in human relations problems, and they
must understand the significance of desegregation as a
human relations issue and be prepared to respond to it.

Another model for clergy education would be to arrange
for clergy from .communities which will be "paired" in the
desegregation plan to meet to:

--discuss their respective communities' attitudes and
fears about the proposed desegregation plan,

--develop dialogue among parents in the various commu-
nities,

--arrange "congregation exchanges," inviting ministers
or rabbis from the. paired communities to co-celebrate
the sabbath services or deliver sermons,

--arrange inter-congregation meetings, including visits
to communities and schools where children will be bused.

Local clergy should be encouraged to duplicate such
activities and stimulate discussions at the local level.
This could be facilitated by the use of trained public
speakers on desegregation, see pp. 49-50, supra.

•
At the local level, discussions should be held jointly

or individually with parents, officers of church organiza-
tions, and Sunday school teachers. Some of the activities
that could develop from such sessions include:

(1) Parent-to-Parent Programs. Parents with children
in the school system can be trained to deal with the issues
of school desegregation and to allay the fears and anxieties
of other parents. THese parents should also be asked to
recruit families for the inter-congregational meetings men-
tioned above.

(2) Forums. Church groups usually have convenient and
accessible forums which could be made available for discus-
sions on school desegregation. Clergy should solicit the
support of organization leaders for such sessions.

(3) Sunday School. The religious views of school
desegregation should be included in Sunday school programs.
Sunday school teachers should be encouraged to work in
committee to develop a program on school desegregation to
be presented in all classes. Many of the suggestions listed
under effective teaching in desegregated schools could be
adapted for incorporation into the Sunday school curriculum.
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b. Public Relations
(1) Statements' anc. Repor'ts by Religious Groups.

a major role'of theteligious community is to set the
for desegregation, it is important that the positions
religious groups be made known.

Since
tone
of

The most common method for doing this is a public state-
ment, delivered at a press conference with various ecumenical
leaders present. The timing of the press conference will
vary among communities. If the sole purpose of the press
conference is to air the public statement, it probably will
not draw coverage unless called at a time when school deseg-
regation is 'a "hot item," e.g., just before or just after a
court order; during schoo~ board elections, prior to the
opening of the school year. If, on the other hand, the task
force is also presenting a substantive report, e.g., the
,quality of education in the school,system, you may be able
to get coverage in the earlier stages of the desegregation
process.

, perhaps one of the most important statements that can
be made is a timely announcement by Catholic groups and by
other groups .:;hichsponsor education that their parochial
schools will not be expanded to serve as havens for families
trying to escape school desegregation.

The religious groups also should use in-house communi- ~
cations for distributing information on school desegregation.
A one-page insert, outlining recent developments or planned
religious responses, can be mimeographed at a minimal price
and distributed to local churches and synagogues for inser-
t10n in bulietins.

(2) Activities by Religious Groups. A very important
role of the religious community has been to identify volun-
teers and to provide training for such volunteers. One
effective way of organizing such activities has been to
"adopt" a school" and provide volunteers for that school.
The tasks for such volunteers include:

--Bus stop monitors and bus riders;
--Telephone answerers at information centers;
--Observers in schools;
--Home visitors, who explain the desegregation process

and answer questions for families ,vhosechildren are
attending the school.

Religious facilities can also assist "paired" 'schools
by serving as drop-in centers where parents can come for
information or discussion.
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3. Business Groups.' The business community has two primary concerns in the
school desegregation process: one is to maintain community
tranquility; the other is to avoid alienating customers.
The success of the involvement of business in a school
desegregation coalition will be determined, however, by the
extent to which business understands its long-range need
to develop a partner relationship with the school system.
The products of the school system are not only the future
customers of business, but the future employees of business.

One major activity which business has been most willing
to undertake is the development of advertising campaign~
around a "Keep Cool" .o r "Kids Are Important" theme. Such
activities are especially suited to business involvement,
not only because free advertising is often available, but
because business is in a position know how to market the
material. Similarly, business may De able to encourage the
media to donate air time or print space.

•

A second activity which should be encouraged is commu-
nication between businesses add their employees. A number
of companies have issued letters to all employees stating
their support for peaceful desegregation, and in some in-
stances have followed these letters with meetings with em-
ployees .

Most of these activities require relatively little work.
However, partnership activities such as working with schools
in developing better fiscal operations, supplementing curri-
cula with presentations from the business community, or
developing a career-oriented curriculum in conjunction with
educators, will be the real measure of business' commitment.
Coalitions and local groups should meet with representatives
of business to encourage and support such activity.

4. Public Officials and Political Leaders

One of the problems in recent years in securing success-
ful and peaceful desegregation has been the indifference and
sometimes even opposition to desegregation by pUblic officii~js
and political leaders. In several communities, especially in
Boston, this indifference and opposition served to undermine
much of the organizing activity which has been successfully
undertaken, and disrupted peaceful desegregation in its early
stages, The primary reason for this is that indifference and
opposition from public officials, well noted by the media,
may augment and even encourage reactionary opposition to
desegregation •.' -58-



It thus is imperative, especially when a court renders
or is about to render a desegregation order, that public
officials and political leaders be dissuaded ftom indifference
and opposition. Accordingly, such officials and leaders
should be approached early by representatives of pro-desegre-
gation groups and'coalitions and of neutral groups and coali-
tions. 'Campaign contributors and workers should be part of
the earliest contact group, and they should clearly assume
(for his/her benefit alone) that their elected representative

will playa positive role in desegregation. The officials
arid leaders should be advised-of 'their legal and moral obli-
gation to assure provision of a desegregated education; they
should be urged to provide positive public leadership rather
than indifference to minimize potential community disruption
or even violence; and they should be ,urged to provide such
public leadership affirmatively and frequently.

r

Desegregation coalitions cannot assume that public
officials and political leaders are aware of or will support
the constitutional rights of school children. There thus
should be a constant liaison with such officials and leaders
to guard against the harmful effects of'indifference.

5. Anti-Desegregation Groups

Anti-desegregation groups are usually short-lived orga-
nizations. Usually formed soon after a desegregation order,
they generally reach their peak when the desegregation plan ~
first becomes operative (i.e., when the first vhite students
have been assigned to and-aDe beginning to attend previously
minority schools); afte'r several months of desegregation,
~any such groups disband.

Despite their short lives, anti-desegregation groups
can be very disruptive, especially since their fear campaigns
increase the potential for violence. Anti-desegregation
groups thus cannot be ignored. Instea~ such groups should
be a focus of pro-desegregation activity. Two points are
especially important.

a. Limiting the Scope of Anti-Desegregation Groups

The membership and certainly the impact of anti-desegre-
gation groups are usually inversely proportionate to .t.he mem-
bership and impact of pro-desegregation and neutral coalitions.
If the coalitions have broad bases, if they are formed prior
to the desegregation court order, if they prepare and dissemi··
nate educational materials, if they cO~IDunicate well with
the public, press, public officials and political leaders,
there will be little room for anti-desegregation groups to
maneuver. In other wordS, the stronger the desegregation
coalitions, the weaker the anti-desegregation groups.
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b. countering Anti-Desegregation Statements

• If the foregoing activities have been successfully
undertaken, it is probable that the anti-desegregation
groups will be-small and of little consequence. If, however,
such groups in your community are strong-and theref<Dre have
a poten-tially disruptive impact, you should undertake a,_
number of" activities specifically to counter the impact of
these anti-desegregation groups.

In some instances, anti-desegregation groups make public
statements, issue press releases, prepare educational mater-
ials, etc., which are misleading and even erroneous. These
should be countered.

The best way to oppose anti-desegregation attacks is to
have your desegregation materials already in the public do-
main. If such materials are extensive (e.g., a pamphlet
summarizing the law, a pamphlet detailing the past illegal
actions of the school authorities), only limited follow-up
will be needed by your coalition. It thus is important to
prepare your educational materials as soon as possible.

•
Similarly, if you already have established good relations

with the media, your spokespersons may be contacted for a
response to anti-desegregation statements and press yeleases.
This does not mean thatu should simply wait for a phone
call. When you learn of anti-desegregation statements, your
spokespersons should contact the media with your coalition's
response.

, If anti-desegregation representatives are speaking at
meetings of community groups, you should try to have your
coalition also represented at those meetings, and/or to have
your public speakers address other meetings of the community
groups.

Overall, your responses to anti-desegregation efforts
should be low-key, reasonable, and neither condemning nor
inflammatory. The goals, of course, are effective and
peaceful desegregation and quality education.
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CONCLUSION

The guides and suggestions in this Manual are not
necessarily appropriate for your community. Some may be
adopted, many adapted, and other added.

What is appropriate, indeed essential, is desegregation
in your community. It is hoped that this Manual will help
the promise of Brown v. Board of Education to become reality
for more of our children.

•
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